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A central part of the Youth Guarantee programme is the development of new vocational pathways: the Ministry of Education is working in partnership with industry and education representatives to develop a package of five new vocational pathways.These pathways are designed to simplify vocational options into an easily understood system of “pathways” which educators can use, and employers can more easily understand.These pathways are not new courses or new qualifications.   Rather, the pathways simply identify which of the existing curriculum-based and industry-based assessment standards are recommended by a broad sector of the workforce, at a foundational level.The pathways we are initially developing will have three components: 1. a description of the sector – what it does, what sort of roles and occupations it includes, and what strengths people tend to have who work in the sector. 2. a coherent “menu” of standards, recommended by the sector as reflecting skills, knowledge and competencies that they value.A work and study map, to help students see where following the pathway might take them . This will include both work and study options, and both entry level and more advanced work and study opportunities.These five pathways are a starting point; while they cover a substantial proportion of the workforce, other pathways may also be developed over time. (The Creative Industries might be one possibility)



Vocational Pathways
provide:

Better information for learners about future 
possibilities.
A simpler and more coherent framework 
for the education system.
Better connections between education and 
employment.

leading to:

Improved relevance and motivation for 
students.
Improved programme design and clearer 
options.
Successful transitions to work and study.
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There are three main reasons why we believe vocational pathways will make a difference for students.Firstly, and most importantly, these pathways provide information to students about how what they are achieving can lead to possibilities in the future.  We know that the main reason many students lose interest in education is because they cannot see the relevance of what they are learning at school for their future success.  By asking industries to identify what they value, we will have a new tool to show students how their record of achievement is “shaping up” with respect to work and study possibilities.Secondly, a common framework for vocational options will give consistency and coherence to a lot of existing activity in vocational areas. A great majority of New Zealand schools are already offering vocational courses and options, but result of this is that students are currently achieving many different standards.   This means that even though students are developing valuable skills, it is difficult for end-users, such as potential employers, to recognise the value of what has been achieved.  The pathways framework will support better programme design because schools and other parts of the system can put together packages of learning that reflect the skills that will be valuable to those students in the future.   Thirdly: the development of vocational pathways is an important opportunity to strengthen the connection between the education system and the needs of employers.    Employers in New Zealand, as in many other countries, are concerned that that the pathways from school to work need to be clarified, and that school-leavers do not have the essential skills required for success in the workforce.    That is why these pathways are being developed through a partnership approach between the Ministry and industry representatives, and we have established an external advisory group to make sure that the pathways have credibility with industry.   We know that these new pathways will only gather status and value if employers understand and value them,, because only then will they genuinely lead to successful transitions.  We have recognised a critical need to work closely with the employer community through the development process and implementation.  
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Let’s look at how this will work:When a student achieves a standard – in this case a Chemistry standard “Demonstrate understanding of aspects of chemical reactions” – they achieve 4 credits towards their NCEA.  However, what the pathways will allow us to do is show the student that this standard also contributes credits in respect of three of the five pathways, since the Construction, Manufacturing, and Primary sectors have all identified that they would value a student that has achieved this standard. 
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Taking another example – this is a Mathematics and Statistics Standard – 91030 “Apply Measurement in Solving Problems”.  It is worth three credits towards NCEA – but all five of the sector groups have identified that this would be a recommended standard for them.In this way you can see that the pathways are not distinct from each other, there is a large amount of overlap and, in cases like this Measurement standard, there will be a certain amount of common content between the pathways.As the next stage of the development of vocational pathways, once they have been defined, we will be developing sector-based assessment resources so that a standard like this can be assessed in a way that is meaningful for the sector. 



Contextualised Assessment Resources 
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One final example: Agricultural and Horticultural Sciences 90924  “Demonstrate knowledge of horticultural plant management practices and related plant physiology” – five credits towards NCEA, and five credits in the Primary industries pathway.



primary 
industries

social & 
community

services

service 
industries

manufacturing 
& technology

construction & 
infrastructure

NCEA 80 credits

Chemistry 1.5

Maths 1.5 3 credits 3 credits 3 credits 3 credits 3 credits

4 credits 4 credits 4 credits

Ag/Hort 1.10 5 credits

312 3 7 7

“I dunno”“I want to be a chef”“I like Science”“I’m going to uni”
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Using the examples we have just seen, we can show you how this will look from the student’s point of view, and how we think the vocational pathways will be useful to students in different circumstances.When we take 16 and 17 year olds as a group, we know that approximately one-third  has a specific destination in the workforce in mind.  Another third are undecided about what they might do when they leave school, and the final third intends to pursue study at degree-level. We think the vocational pathways will be useful for all three of these groups:1. If a student has a specific goal to enter a certain industry, they can see what they need to achieve to get to where they want to go.  In other words, if a student wishes to pursue a career in horticulture,  she or he will know which credits they need to bank up to achieve an NCEA endorsed with the appropriate pathway.  2. If a student is undecided about their post school destination, then the pathways will help students to look at their spread of achievement, and as they accumulate credits, they will be able to see where it might be leading them in terms of possibilities.  This will help student to develop their “vocational imagination” – to see a range of possibilities in their future, compare them with their strengths and what they enjoy doing, and see things they may not have though about before.  3.  Finally, you will notice that each of the five pathways has a degree-level option associated with it.  This is an important point.  While our goal is certainly to provide new and clear pathways for students that are not going to university, that does not mean that the vocational pathways are “non-university” pathways.   In any of the five sectors there are a number of academic pursuits and degree-level options that relate to these sectors: biotechnology, social work, engineering, architecture, and business management, to name a few.  



Reporting Vocational Pathways
Currently proposed that:

NCEA L1 Literacy and Numeracy 
Requirement

plus

60 Level 2 credits from 
recommended standards 
(including a minimum of 20 credits from 
sector-related standards)

equals

Vocational Pathway
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Learning networks encouraging  
secondary-tertiary-work partnerships 
and authentic learning.

Online “matching” facility for 
learners, teachers and careers 
advisors.

Improving “Connections and 
Pathways” sections in Teaching and 
Learning Guidelines.

Growing inventory of contextualised 
assessment resources.

Support and Resources
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